
   Be a Storyteller

 Ideas Are All Around
by Philip C. Stead

ISBN: 9781626721814
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Roaring Brook Press
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 48
Price: $21.99

As an author and his dog, Wednesday, walk through their neighborhood,  they look at sunflowers, say hi to Frank, a turtle, who makes quick for  the water
and disappears,  and watch a train rumble by as they walk  uphill to a big purple house that belongs to their friend Barbara.   Wednesday chases squirrels
while the two friends discuss fishing and  war and how back before the neighborhood was there enormous woolly  mammoths roamed where houses now sit.
Thoughts open up to other  thoughts, and ideas are born and carried forward, often transforming  into other ideas until he finds that ideas really are all
around, you  just have to know what to do with them. This title has Common Core connections.

 Journeys
Young Readers' Letters to Authors Who Changed Their Lives: Library of Congress Center
for the Book
by LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

ISBN: 9780763695781
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Library of Congress Center for the Book
Publisher: Candlewick
Pub. Date: 2017-08-01
Pages: 240
Price: $13.00

Books can change lives -- and here are more than fifty powerful letters from young readers to authors revealing some of the ways that is true.

Annie Schnitzer tells Elie Wiesel, "Reading your story allowed me to connect with my own history," explaining how reading his memoir deepened her
understanding of her grandparents' plight during the Holocaust. After reading The House on Mango Street, Julia Mueller writes to Sandra Cisneros, "You
didn't tell me how to pull myself back together; you just showed me that I could. I was tired of trying to be somebody else's definition of beautiful, and you
told me that was okay." Culled from the Letters About Literature contest of the Library of Congress Center for the Book, the fifty-two letters in this
collection -- written by students in grades four through twelve -- reveal how deeply books and poetry affect the lives of readers. Offering letters that are as
profound as they are personal and as moving as they are enlightening, this collection, which also features artwork by some of the contest entrants, provides a
glimpse into young people's lives and their connections -- both expected and unexpected -- to the written word.

 Making Books with Kids
25 Paper Projects to Fold, Sew, Paste, Pop, and Draw
by Esther K. Smith

ISBN: 9781631590818
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hands-On Family
Publisher: Quarry Books
Pub. Date: 2016-02-01
Pages: 144
Price: $29.99

Spread the joy and craft of books in your family with Making Books with Kids.
  An inspiring collection of ideas and projects for encouraging an artistic spirit in children! Making Books with Kids features more than 25 creative, kid-
friendly projects in design, illustration, paper decorating, binding techniques and more. Book artist and author Esther K. Smith offers an exciting resource of
easy-to-follow instructions supported throughout with step-by-step, full-color photographs and illustrations. Each sequence is accompanied by finished
samples and variations as well as the inspiring work of a prominent book artist. Whether you use these projects independently or as a curriculum for hands-
on, family-friendly, bookmaking experiences, you'll find that the lessons in this book are open-ended so they can be explored over and over-with different
results each time! Colorful photos illustrate how different people using the same lesson will yield different results, exemplifying the way the lesson brings
out each artist's personal style. Making Books with Kids is the perfect book for creative families, friends, and community groups and works as lesson plans
for both experienced and new art teachers. Children of all ages and experience levels can be guided by adults and will enjoy these engaging exercises. Spread
the love of--and craft of--books in your family with Making Books with Kids.
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   Be a Storyteller
 Rufus the Writer

by Elizabeth Bram

ISBN: 9780385378536
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2015-07-14
Pages: 40
Price: $20.99

Want to encourage a child to write creatively? Introduce him to Rufus! The joy of writing (and reading) fills every page of this charming picture book. 
 &#194;
 Why have a lemonade stand when you can have a story stand? That's what Rufus, a boy with a big imagination, decides. And once he's in business, he starts
creating little gems for his friends and family. Millie and Walter trade a shell for his story called "Why Orange Is the Best Color." Rufus writes little sister
Annie a story for her birthday about a girl who shrinks to the size of a teacup. Sara trades flowers for a story about a family of buttons. And then they all sit
down and read the wonderful stories together.

 Story Writer's Ideas Notebook
by Louie Stowell

ISBN: 9781474922487
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Usborne Books
Pub. Date: 2017-10-19
Pages: 96
Price: $16.95

A new twist on the highly successful Write Your Own series, this write-in activity book for budding writers combines story prompts, writing tips and
inspiring quotes from writers around the world. This is a book no young writer should be without.  Features a wide range of writing activities and a lot of
space to write down story ideas.  Open-ended suggestions and tips, giving inspiration without feeling prescriptive or limiting. Helps budding writers with all
aspects of writing including planning and coming up with ideas for characters, settings and plots as well as how to create characters and write dialogue and
persuasive speeches.  Lively illustrations, writing prompts and word lists will fire writers' imaginations.

 This Is a Good Story
by Adam Lehrhaupt

ISBN: 9781481429351
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books
Pub. Date: 2017-09-12
Pages: 40
Price: $23.99

Parents' Choice Recommended From E.B. White Read Aloud author Adam Lehrhaupt comes an inspiring new picture book that takes apart the pieces of a
story--hero, heroine, setting, conflict--and asks the reader to put the story back together again. This is a good story...or is it?As a child takes her pencil and
begins to draw pictures for a story, the narrator takes her and the reader through a rollicking sequence of events in this classic tale of bad guys and townsfolk
and dungeons. With simplicity and flair, Adam tells a story and then a meta-story of the parts of the story at once! This Is a Good Story is a wonderful primer
on the parts of a story and an imaginative way to encourage creative thinking, writing, and storytelling.
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 Writing Radar

Using Your Journal to Snoop Out and Craft Great Stories
by Jack Gantos

ISBN: 9780374304560
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2017-08-29
Pages: 224
Price: $24.99

The Newbery Award-winning author ofDead End in Norveltshares advice for how to be thebest brilliant writer in this funny and practical creative writing
guide perfect for all kids who dream of seeing their name on the spine of a book.
With the signature wit and humor that have garnered him legions of fans, Jack Gantos instructs young writers on using their "writing radar" to unearth story
ideas from their everyday lives. Incorporating his own misadventures as a developing writer, Gantos inspires readers to build confidence and establish good
writing habits as they create, revise, and perfect their stories. Pop-out text boxes highlight key tips, alongside Gantos's own illustrations, sample stories, and
snippets from his childhood journals. More than just a how-to guide,Writing Radar is a celebration of the power of storytelling and an ode to the characters
who--many unwittingly--inspired Gantos's own writing career.
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